Great Wood Home Learning Recommendations
Year 3

June 8th – June 12th 2020

Guten tag 3H and 3HR! Here are the learning recommendations for next week. We hope you are keeping well and thank you for continuing to
engage so brilliantly with the home learning activities. We have seen some fantastic work this week and had some excellent suggestions for
things that you might like to learn about as we move forward. Thank you for these and keep a look out for your ideas in the coming weeks. As
ever, we are really proud of you all and are looking forward to seeing more amazing work from you over the next week. Thank you to all those
who are sharing your super work with us by email. It's always so difficult to only mention a few, but we would like to say well done to Annie,
Gabby, Elise and George Hr in (3HR) and Amy, Sofia, Jessica S and Alfie L (3H) for sharing your wonderfully descriptive forest inspired stories.
We have also really enjoyed seeing your amazing 3D sculptures and work on plants this week. A special mention too for Hudson in 3H for his
amazing efforts on IXL.
Below is a suggested timetable for your home learning this week. Don’t worry if you don’t stick to it or don’t get everything done; they are just
recommendations for things you could do. Look at your daily pages below for more details about the activities each day.
English
Maths

Monday
Characters
Character chart
Diagnostic Day &
Number of the Week

Grammar,
Plurals
Punctuation
and Spelling
Science/Topic History - Vikings

Tuesday
Characters
Character chart
IXL Division Skills

Wednesday
Characters
Poem
IXL Division Skills &
Convince Me! card

Thursday
Characters
Letter
IXL Division Skills &
Sum Sense games

Plurals

Singular and plural
nouns

Singular and plural
nouns

Friday
Characters
Top Trump cards
IXL Division Skills, Real
Life Problem Solving &
Times Tables Test
Singular and plural
nouns

History - Vikings

Science – Plants

Pupil choice - Aircrafts

Art – Draw with Rob

Maths – Congratulations this week go to Jaxon, Charlotte, Alfie and Milo (3H) and Holly, Amelia and Gabby (3HR) for being the most active
pupils from each class on TT Rockstars during the previous week. The competition for the top spot for the Studio Speed class leaders is always
a tight race and we can see your scores improving. Well done to George Ho (3HR) and Oliver S (3H) for retaining their titles. Huge well done to
everyone again this week and keep practising those times tables and try setting a new personal Studio Speed record this week. A few minutes of
tables practice each day is really useful and this can be done in many different ways - check your home learning pack for some other ideas.
In Maths, Monday is our ‘Diagnostic day’. Focus on the Diagnostic arena in IXL to keep your ‘Bars as Stars’ and keep practising your different
calculation strategies with the Number of the Week - you can do them all today or work on them throughout the week.

Our focus for the rest of the week is Division. Each day we will have a suggested activity or activities on IXL and may have an additional activity
linked to division. Remember all the work we have done on division in school and the strategies we have used (fact families/related multiplication
facts, arrays, sharing diagrams etc.) and remember division is the inverse of multiplication so use your times tables knowledge to help you.
Remember to use your Maths Mantra to decide on the best method for the calculation and don’t forget to have a pen and paper handy to make
any jottings you need.
We will continue our weekly times tables test on Friday. We will use the same format as last week (you could even use the same test if you want)
using the options below. You can access an interactive online test at http://timestables.me.uk/ or create and print a test sheet to do on paper at
http://timestables.me.uk/printable-pdf-quiz-generator.htm. Remember, select both the ‘Times By’ and ‘Divide By (Inverse)’ options for every stage
and give 2 minutes to complete the Bronze, Silver or Gold test. The Platinum test is 12 minutes:
Bronze – 24 questions; 2x, 5x and 10x tables
Silver – 24 questions; 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 8x and 10x tables
Gold – 24 questions; All times tables from 2x to 12x tables
Platinum – 144 questions; All times tables from 2x to 12x tables (online) NB: The printable test cannot support 144 questions. Select 96 questions and complete
these in 8 minutes if using the printable test.

🌟 Good luck Year 3! Make sure you send your score to us via email at the end of the week and let us know how you have done! 🌟

English – This week is all about exploring characters from different stories and finding new vocabulary. At the end of the week, decide which
character is your favourite!
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling – This week’s learning is all singular nouns (one) and plural nouns (more than one).
History – This week we are learning about Vikings! Who were they? Where did they travel from? Learn more about this exciting time in history.
Science – We are continuing our work on plants. This week we are exploring how water is transported from the roots to the tip of the flower.
Art – Become an illustrator by drawing characters from Rob Biddulph’s books.

Get in touch
This week, we would really like to see your mini poems. We have asked you to write it out in your best joined handwriting so take your time to
produce your neatest work. We would also really like to see any of the other activities you have done or have enjoyed doing. You can also send
us pictures or information about anything else you have been working on too if you like. Ask your parents to help or do it by yourself. Remember,
for 3HR, please send your email to 3rh@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk. This is only for 3HR. Anyone in Mr Hudson’s class should send work to
stephen.hudson@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk.

Great Wood is providing you with options and choices to promote learning but does not wish to put undue pressure on children and families at this time. What is
recommended will consolidate areas that the children have already covered and when we return to school teachers will make sure all gaps in learning are filled. Please
contact your child’s teacher by email if you have questions.

Dojo Points and Star of the Week
We will be using ClassDojo to award Dojo points to celebrate success in your home learning. You can earn Dojo points for a variety of things,
such as accessing IXL and TT Rockstars, reading, sending examples of work to us, or emailing to tell us what you’ve been doing. You can also
earn extra points depending on how much you do on IXL and TT Rockstars. We will also be awarding a ‘Star of the Week’ from each class with 5
Dojo points each week.
Congratulations to our Stars of the Week this week!
Lucas (3HR) Lucas deserves star of the week this week. Each week Lucas works
hard and has produced fantastic pieces of work. Well done and keep shining,
Lucas!
Jack (3H) Jack has thrown himself into the home-learning this week with
enthusiasm! He has written a terrific story, produced a lovely diagram of a plant
and he built a fantastic stone statue. Well done for a stellar week, Jack.
Here are the Dojo points awarded to the children in 3HR and 3H. 3HR collected 157 points this week and 3H collected 210 points. Let’s see
which class can collect the most next week! At the minute, it’s too close to call. Below are the current totals for each class:

3HR:

3H:

Day

English

SPaG

Maths

Suggested Afternoon Activities (if you
have time)

Monday

Read and enjoy Chapter One of
Mister Cleghorn’s Sealby Judith Kerr:
https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/
book/16117/Mister-Cleghorns-Sealby-Judith-Kerr.html (You will need to
register with LoveReading4Kids to
view the extract. Membership is free).

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
. Go to the ’Recommendations’ page
and click on the ‘Skills suggested by
your teacher’ link.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.

Who were the Vikings?

After reading, discuss new and
interesting vocabulary which you
have read, e.g. edition, rearranging,
newfangled, sum, stir, janitor,
retreated.

Top tip:
Remember: “singular” means “one”.
“plural” means “more than one”.

Create a character chart on Mr
Cleghorn. Write down all the things
you have found out about him.
Name
Where does he
live?
What is his job?
What does he
like doing?
How old do you
think he is? Say
why.
Which other
characters are
there?
Anything else
you know?

Can you answer the following...

Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ for
more detailed instructions if needed.

Who were the Vikings?

Access the Number of the Week document at

Where were they from?

To make most nouns plural, just add s.
e.g. tree = trees

Write down the new vocabulary and
use www.wordhippo.com to explore
similar words (synonyms) to help you
understand them.

Read through the information on this
page and watch the clips:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zty
r9j6/articles/zjcxwty

If a word ends in x, ch, s, zz or tch, add
es (it sounds like “iz” when you say it).
e.g. bus = buses
Fox = foxes

http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk6.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.
Have a go at answering the questions around this
week’s number. You could do them all today or
just do a few each day over the week.
Answers can be found at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk6%20Answers.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.

What does the word “viking” mean?
Why did they come to Britain?
How did they get here?
You might like to draw a map to show
where they came from or draw a picture
or a comic strip to show how they
travelled.

Tuesday

Read and enjoy the opening to Esio
Trot by Roald Dahl, up to 2:39 mins:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
RXD4yrJJz5o
After reading, discuss new and
interesting vocabulary which you
have read and use
www.wordhippo.com to explore
similar words (synonyms).

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
. Go to the ’Recommendations’ page
and click on the ‘Skills suggested by
your teacher’ link.
Top tip:
Remember: “singular” means “one”.
“plural” means “more than one”.
To make most nouns plural, just add s.

Some examples to explore are:
widow
riot
polite
distance
courage
Create a character chart about Mr
Hoppy. Write down all the things you
have found out.
Name
What do you
think he did for
a job?
What does he
like/love?
How old do you
think he is? Say
why.
Which other
characters are
there?
Anything else
you know?

If a word ends in x, ch, s, zz or tch, add
es (it sounds like “iz” when you say it).
If a word ends in ‘y’, then drop the ‘y’
and add ‘ies’.
e.g. city = cities

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activities that have been set for
you today relating to division. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for each activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Top Tip 😊:
Remember to use your Maths mantra to help you
decide the most appropriate method for each
calculation and remember, division is the inverse
of multiplication, so you can use your times tables
knowledge to help you with division. Keep a pen
and paper handy to do any jottings or written
methods you might need to use to help you with
your working out.
NB: If you require any assistance with the mental
methods, jottings or written methods we use in
class for division, please let us know.

How did Viking warriors fight?
Read through the information on this
page and watch the clips:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zty
r9j6/articles/zy9j2hv
What weapons did Viking warriors use?
What did they wear?
What does the word “berserker” mean?
What were Viking ships like?
You might like to draw a picture of a
Viking warrior with labels.
You could write an advert selling Viking
weapons or write a job description looking
for a Viking warrior to join your ship.

Wednesday

Before reading the story opening
today, look at the words listed below
using www.wordhippo.com savanna
endless supply horizon bored
borders peck. Write the words down.
Discuss meanings and similar words
(synonyms) with an adult.
Exploring these words now will help
you to understand the story later.
Read and enjoy the opening to Yours
Sincerely, Giraffe by Megumi Iwasa
https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/
book/14774/Yours-Sincerely-Giraffeby-Megumi-Iwasa.html
(You will need to register with
LoveReading4Kids to view the extract.
Membership is free).

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
. Go to the ’Recommendations’ page
and click on the ‘Skills suggested by
your teacher’ link.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link. Have
a go at the activities that have been set for you
today relating to division. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activities.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
We can use arrays to model both multiplication
and division. Look at the Convince Me card below
and discuss it with someone.
NB: You could zoom in or copy and paste it onto a
new Word document and make it bigger if it’s too
small to see here.

Write short sentences to create a
mini poem, including the new words
you have found, e.g.
Giraffe is feeling lonely.
Giraffe is feeling unloved.
Giraffe is feeling unwanted.
Giraffe is feeling outcast. Etc.
Publish your poem by writing it in
your best handwriting or typing it.
Add some images or illustrations.

Read the question and discuss your
thoughts with an adult.
Watch the clip below which explores how
water is transported from the roots to the
tip of the plant.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/science-ks1-ks2-ivys-plantworkshop-how-does-water-get-from-theroots-to-the-leaves/zdtfjhv
Write an explanation about how the water
is transported. Add some images to help
the reader understand.
If you have the resources, you could try
the experiment in the clip at home and
see if it works.

Return to the word list and spot the
words in the story. Discuss these
words within the story and what they
mean.
Now explore the words lonely and
bored on www.wordhippo.com Find
similar words (synonyms) and write
them down. Discuss how the giraffe is
feeling.

How does water get from the roots to the
leaves of the plant?

What do you think about Thinking Tom’s
statement? Is he correct? Can you explain to
someone what you think and why? How do your
findings link to division? Can you record what you
think or show your working out in some way?
Have a go!
Top Tip 😊:
You could use counters or other small items to
create arrays or draw the arrays out on paper to
support your thinking. Remember all the groups
must be equal in an array and it must form a
rectangular shape.

Thursday

Return to the story extract read
yesterday Yours Sincerely, Giraffe by
Megumi Iwasa:
https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/
book/14774/Yours-Sincerely-Giraffeby-Megumi-Iwasa.html Write a letter
as though you are the giraffe
explaining that you need a friend
because you are bored.
Use the words and similar words for
lonely and bored that you explored
yesterday, and discuss how you, as
the giraffe, are feeling.
Use the following ideas to help to
write your letter:

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
. Go to the ’Recommendations’ page
and click on the ‘Skills suggested by
your teacher’ link.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link. Have
a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to division. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Go to
https://primarygames.co.uk/pg2/sumsense/sum
multi.html (Multiplication) and
https://www.to14.com/game.php?id=4d486a5e7
0f1a (Division) and have a go at playing the Sum
Sense games for these operations.

Dear anyone who will read this,
I am feeling extremely bored
because...

Thank you to Lucas in 3HR for your
wonderful suggestion.
Watch the clip below. This short film
focuses on the life and adventures of
Amelia Earhart.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/ks2-amelia-earhart/zv6k382
Suggested activities
Choose your favourite;
You could look at maps of the world to
track her journeys, e.g. across the Atlantic
or across the United States of America,
identifying key places that she passed.
Look at how aircrafts have changed over
the years.

At the moment, I live in the African
Savanna and …
I would like a friend because...

Aircrafts

Place the digit cards in the correct place so that
the number sentence is correct. Remember the
cards are digits, not numbers. You will need 2
cards for a two-digit number (one in the 10s
column and one in the 1s column), e.g. 2 and 0
for 20

Begin by trying to complete 10 questions in 5
minutes. When you can do this, challenge
yourself by either increasing the amount of
questions or decreasing the amount of time.

Investigate air resistance by using paper
planes and carry out a fair test.
Create a comic strip about her life and
adventures.

Friday

During this week and previous weeks,
you have explored a range of
characters including:
Mr and Mrs Twit
Dr Seuss
The Enormous Crocodile
Flat Stanley
Robin Hood
The Shoe People
Mister Cleghorn
Mr Hoppy
Discuss and make a list of all the
characters you have read about or
viewed in film clips. Remember
capital letters for names of people!

Have a go at writing some silly
sentences with plurals in.
See if you can remember your rules
for adding ‘s’, ‘es’ or ‘ies’.
See if you can make it dafter than
this one!
Owl babies eat cherries on the tops
of churches and hide the stones
under their feathers.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link. Have
a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to division. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Take a photo of you using your division
knowledge in a real-life context, like the one
below. When might you need to use division to
solve a problem? What method might you use?

Now select the characters you wish to
focus on, e.g. four or five characters.

This week you have been exploring
characters. We thought it would be a nice
way to end to the week, for you to draw
some characters from books.
The link below takes you to a range of
clips, for you to choose from.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search
_query=draw+with+rob
Rob Biddulph is a children’s author and
illustrator; you may even be familiar or
have some of his books at home. He takes
you on a step by step guide to draw his
characters in his books.
If you have a go at these, we would love
to see the results!

Make Top Trumps cards for your
characters using the information you
have read.
View this clip about how to create
Top Trumps cards from LPDS TV (up
to 3:45mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
14Ywou7Jguc

Think of a way to record and show your working
out to demonstrate the method you used and
email the photo and your method to us. Let’s see
who can come up with the most creative
situation involving division!

You could use the following
categories for your Top Trumps cards,
e.g.
Wisdom
Strength
Humour
Honesty
Greed
Top Trumps Rating etc.

Complete a times tables test based on your
current band at school. You can use the online
test at http://timestables.me.uk/ or create a
printable test at http://timestables.me.uk/printablepdf-quiz-generator.htm. Check which test options
you should select in the Maths section above.

You could also include a brief
description of the character and the
book they feature in.
Finally, choose your winner! Share
this with family members and email it
to us.

